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19
20

CHAIR TAVARES:

(Gavel).

Will the Energy and Economic

21

Development Committee please come to order.

22

in attendance this morning Danny Mateo, Vice-Chair

23

of the Committee, Robert Carroll, and Mr. Kane

24

should be back in here soon.

25

for this meeting.

Mr. Hokama is excused
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This morning, Members -- and thank you,

1

2
3

Mr. Nishiki, for attending this morning.
ITEM NO.7:

COUNTY OF MAUl ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
(C.C. No. 03-127)

4

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

We're here to become educated as to the

6

Office of Economic Development's function, put some

7

names with some faces so that we know these folks

8

that are working very hard in that Economic

9

Development Office under the leadership of Lynn

10

Araki-Regan, and we will be going through their

11

program and the different components or the various

12

components of that program.

13

a PowerPoint presentation for us.

14

the hard copy in front of you.

15

And they have I believe
Members, you have

Oh, I forgot to introduce our Staff.

16

Taguchi is our Analyst and Tammy Frias is our

17

Secretary.

18

19
20

Lance

So with that, Lynn, I'd like to have you take
over the program, and it's all yours.
MS. ARAKI REGAN:

Thank you.

Good morning, again,

21

everyone.

My name is Lynn Araki-Regan, the County's

22

Economic Development Coordinator.

23

four members of my staff.

24

if you could.

25

introduce this morning is Monnie Gay, our

With me today are

Why don't you come down,

The first person I'd like to
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4

Agricultural Coordinator.

2

MS. GAY:

3

CHAIR TAVARES:

4

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

5

Good morning.
Good morning.
l

handling Molokai's Youth

Opportunity Grant.

6

CHAIR TAVARES:

7

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

8

MS. BRAZIER:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

10

Eric Barsatan

Good morning.
Benita Brazier, our Film Commissioner.

Good morning.

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Good morning.
And new to our office -- relatively new

11

to the office is Kalbert Young, County Small

12

Business Advocate.

13

MR. YOUNG:

Good morning.

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

Good morning.
Thank you, Chair Tavares and Members of

16

the Energy and Economic Development Committee, for

17

inviting my specialists and me to speak to you about

18

the County's Office of Economic Development.

19

that all of you will find this morning's

20

presentation to be both interesting and informative.

21

I hope

As I told Chair Tavares/ I have a 10:25 a.m.

22

flight to Lanai this morning and will therefore have

23

to leave prior to the conclusion of my

24

presentation -- or our presentation.

25

confident, however, that the specialists who are
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1

with me today will be able to answer any questions

2

you may have during or after our presentation.

3

for some reason we cannot answer the question you

4

may have, please don't hesitate to call me or my

5

staff at 270-7710, and I'll be back in the office

6

tomorrow morning.
So could we bring down the --

7

8

CHAIR TAVARES:

9

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

10

CHAIR TAVARES:

11

MS. ARAKI-REGAN:

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

13

this up.
RECESS:

15

RECONVENE:

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

17

-- screen
Okay.
-- at this time.
We'll have a short recess while we set
Recess.

(Gavel) .

9:07 a.m.

(Gavel)

Energy and Economic Development

Committee please reconvene.

18

20

Okay, the screen.

9:06 a.m.

14

19

If

Continue, Ms. Araki-Regan.
Note:

PowerPoint presentation by representatives of the
Office of Economic Development.
MS. ARAKI-REGAN: Thank you. The Office of Economic

21

Development's mission is to promote and encourage

22

healthy sustainable economic development within Maui

23

County consistent with the community's needs and

24

desires.

25

and sponsorships, OED encourages and assists new

Through various programs, partnerships,
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1

business development in Maui County, provides tools

2

and resources to existing businesses, advocates for

3

businesses, works to create an environment that is

4

business friendly and an infrastructure that enables

5

businesses to thrive, and attempts to remove

6

obstacles, impediments, and red tape to improve the

7

overall business climate in Maui County.
First, a very brief update on Maui County's

8

9

economy.

According to Dr. Leroy Laney, economic

10

consultant to First Hawaiian Bank, Maui economy's

11

Maui County's economy is relatively strong.

12

may well know, reading The Maui News I believe on

13

Saturday, Maui is leading the State in visitor

14

growth.

15

construction.

16

industry, and Maui's unemployment rate has been

17

falling steadily in recent years.

18

As you

Low interest rates have fueled
We are profiting from the high tech

To maintain Maui County's relatively strong

19

economy, we have set five goals.

First, retain and

20

expand Maui County's businesses.

Second, diversify

21

Maui County's economy.

22

invest, locate, and partner in Maui County.

23

advocate and support programs to improve the

24

business climate.

25

administration and leveraging of resources.

Third, attract businesses to

Fifth, do successful grants
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7

In order to accomplish these five goals,

2

Mayor has appointed nine people to work in the

3

Office of Economic Development.

4

serve as the Economic Development Coordinator, and

5

there are six Economic Development Specialists.

6

JoAnn Inamasu handles Workforce Development.

7

Barsatan handles Molokai's Youth Opportunity Grant.

8

Monnie Gay serves as the Agricultural Coordinator.

9

Benita Brazier is our Film Commissioner.

As you know,

I

Eric

Kalbert

10

Young is the County Small Business Advocate, and

11

Cheryl Sterling is a part-time specialist who

12

handles the HTA Product Enrichment Program.

13

assist myself and the specialists, we have Adrienne

14

Nalette and Tina Silva who serves as our clerks.

15

And to

First, a brief overview of our office.

16

Within any given period, the Office of Economic

17

Development manages between 40 to 60 grants with

18

support programs such as -- and this is just a few

19

of the many organizations and programs we work

20

with -- Academy of Travel and Tourism, Hawaii

21

Filmmakers Initiative, Business Research Library,

22

and with their assistance we produced the recent How

23

to Start a Business in Maui County Handbook.

24

organizations, such as Maui Arts & Cultural Center,

25

Maui Chamber of Commerce's Made in Maui program,
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1

Molokai Chamber of Commerce.

As you may have seen

2

in the elevator t our office is a main sponsor of the

3

first Food and Business Expo on Molokai t which will

4

be held on October 25th.

5

lao Theatre's renovations and repairs t Maui Electric

6

CompanYt which handles the Maui Solar Water

7

Initiative t Maui Economic Development Board t to put

8

on the Focus Maui Nui and we provide a grant to

9

support their programs t Maui Film Festival t Maui

Maui Community Theatre for

10

Flower Growers Association t Maui Visitors Bureau t

11

MEO Business Development Corp.t Molokai Community

12

Service Council t and Destination Lanai.

13

just a handful of the many programs and

14

organizations we work with.

15

Those are

OED also applies for Federal grants and

16

refers entity to grant funding resources.

17

FortunatelYt with the assistance of eCivis t which is

18

a grants locator via the Internet t we are on a daily

19

basis -- at least I am on a daily basis -- are

20

looking for grants that organizations or our office

21

could apply for for assistance in order to further

22

economic development.

23

rural development project monies to defray start-up

24

costs for the Maui County Business Resource Center

25

project that Kalbert will discuss more in depth

Recently we have applied for
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9

during his presentation.
We will also be applying for EDA monies for

3

Food Innovation Center.

The Food Innovation Center,

4

for your information, will be modeled after Oregon

5

State University's one, which is a one-stop access

6

to important services for food producers,

7

processors, marketers, and entrepreneurs to obtain

8

technical information and understanding in the areas

9

of concept and product development, business and

10

market planning, process and packaging technology,

11

and sensory and consumer analysis.

12

would be to foster the success of food and

13

agricultural enterprises through innovation.

The mission

14

As you well know, OED applied for and will be

15

receiving EDA assistance in coming months for Kula's

16

vacuum cooling plant.

17

discussed in more detail during Monnie Gay's

18

presentation.

19

revitalization of Market Street.

20

or revitalization of Market Street, and that

21

includes lao Theatre's renovation, the police

22

resource center, and public rest rooms, as well as

23

monies to purchase an access parcel to gain access

24

to the back area of lao Theatre.

25

granted to the County to also help Molokai for

This project will be

BUD monies were received for the
Revitalization

BUD monies were
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1

capacity development related to its status as an

2

enterprise community.
Also, our office works in collaboration with

3
4

various organizations and community members

5

throughout the County in exploring ways to diversify

6

our economy.

7

with the Tri-Isle Main Street Association to hold

8

town meetings to discuss small town projects and

9

initiatives.

At the present time, we are working

Our next town meeting will be held on

10

Wednesday evening in Makawao to discuss the Makawao

11

Police Resource Center.

12

Molokai Chamber of Commerce, as I told you, to

13

organize Maui -- Molokai's first Food and Business

14

Expo.

15

businesses to explore the creation of a Lanai

16

Chamber of Commerce, and our meeting will be held on

17

October 29th to discuss this in more detail.

18

We also work with the

Welre in the process of working with Lanai

Welre also working with the Maui Economic

19

Development Board right now to assist us in putting

20

together a Maui County Economic Summit to be held on

21

January 7th and 8th of next year.

22

to the public, so we encourage all of you to make

23

every effort to register once more detailed

24

information is determined.

25

Mayor's Business Advocacy Task Force to discuss

It will be open

Also, we work with
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1

issues and concerns of the business community, as

2

well as assist us in coordinating possibly an

3

international economic development conference in

4

Maui next year and will be working with our sister

5

counties in putting this together.
We've also recently created a cruise ship

6
7

task force with the assistance of Committee Chair

8

Charmaine Tavares to identify impacts, positive and

9

negative, of the cruise ships to Maui and to develop

10

recommendations to maximize the benefits of the

11

industry.

12

with the assistance of Chair Tavares, the Mayor's

13

Sports Tourism Committee to develop and recommend

14

policies and direction for sports tourism events,

15

determine whether ordinance revisions are

16

appropriate, and determine what additional

17

infrastructure is needed.

Also, we've recently created with -- also

18

And these groups, as I said, are just a small

19

handful of the many groups we work with on a regular

20

basis.

21

do, I think, a lot in order to work towards our

22

mission.

23

Benita to come up and talk about the areas of their

24

concentration, I will briefly discuss the Hawaii

25

Tourism Authority's County Product Enrichment

And for a staff -- a small staff of nine, we

Before I ask Eric, Monnie, Kalbert, and
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1

Program.

2

of much attention as a result of culture and arts

3

and cultural restoration being removed from our

4

budget.

5

This program has recently been the focus

Okay.

The County Product -- the County's

6

Product Enrichment Program, it's currently handled

7

by specialist Cheryl Sterling, and the program was

8

established by Hawaii Tourism Authority to enhance

9

Hawaii's tourism product offerings.

The most recent

10

strategic initiative for the tourism product

11

enrichment and diversification calls for the

12

following strategy.

13

and work to enrich Hawaii's tourism product by

14

developing new and enhancing existing

15

community-based tourism events, experiences,

16

attractions, and projects related to the niches of

17

agriculture, culture, education, health and

18

wellness, nature, and technology to complement

19

Hawaii's traditional resort product and assist in

20

overall economic diversification.

21

The strategy is to diversify

Basically the reasoning for this program is

22

with travelers becoming choosier about where they go

23

and how they spend their time off, Hawaii's tourism

24

industry is banking on niche markets to satisfy

25

visitor's desire for more enriching visitor
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1

experiences.

Developing these specialized markets

2

is a matter of survival in an increasingly

3

competitive worldwide tourism industry.

4

counties, Maui, Big Island, Kauai, and Oahu, will be

5

awarded $400,000 in 2004 in grants to projects In

6

niche tourism areas of agriculture, education,

7

nature, culture, health and wellness, and

8

technology.

9

projects occurring in traditionally slower visitor

Special consideration is given to

10

months and that involve multiple industry

11

participation and are community based.

12

Each of the

And the next slide is basic definitions of

13

the various niche areas, Agri Tourism, Cultural

14

Tourism, Edu Tourism, Health and Wellness Tourism,

15

Eco Tourism, and Techno Tourism, and those areas are

16

pretty self explanatory.

17

funds requirement to the amount of funds requested.

18

The funds requested cannot be used for construction,

19

CIP, and business or organizational start-up plans.

20

And completed applications for events in 2004 were

21

just due this past Friday.

22

There is a 1-to-1 matching

Some of the projects and events funded in

23

2002 and 2003 include Lanai's Pineapple Festival,

24

the East Maui Taro Festival, Taste of Lahaina, In

25

Celebration of Canoes, the Ulupalakua Fair, what
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1

else, Ho'onanea Concert Series, Kiho'alu Festival,

2

Maui Pineapple's Picnic Festival, which just took

3

place, Somos Amigos, which just -- which just took

4

place last week, LifeFest, and He Makana Aloha,

5

which is Molokai's first Hawaiian performing arts

6

competition and which will be held in November, as

7

well as the Celebration of the Arts.
And there was -- there was question by the

8

9

community as to whether sporting events also

10

qualified for product enrichment program funding,

11

and it does not, so that has -- that has been a

12

problem.

13

were monies for sporting events for us to fund,

14

whether it be Statewide events such as the gymnastic

15

tournament in the gym, but unfortunately this year

16

we don't have monies to

Recently -- or in last fiscal year there

to fund that area.

Anyway, if there are no questions, that

17
18

concludes the area of the Product Enrichment

19

Program, and I'd like to now call up Monnie Gay to

20

provide her report on her area, which is

21

agriculture.

22
23
24
25

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Thank you and good-bye.

Go catch your

plane.
MS. GAY:

Good morning, Chair, Council Members.

hard questions, okay?

And no

I notice up here that we're a
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little light challenged, so if I read something

2

wrong, please ask me the questions if I don't give

3

them to you properly.
Agriculture.

4

As you know, this year we

5

started a new position known as the Agriculture

6

Coordinator.

7

Administration I was doing ag 40 percent of the

8

time.

9

Approximately 48 percent of Maui County land is

The last two years with the old

Now I'm doing ag 140 percent of the time.

10

devoted to agriculture of some kind.

11

agriculture contributes to over 38,000 jobs, or 5

12

percent of the total Statewide employment.

13

Promotions of the agriculture industry in

14

partnership with agriculture organizations remain an

15

important way to support the key sector of our

16

community.

17

In Hawaii

OED contributes its partnerships with both

18

the Maui County Farm Bureau, the Maui Flower Growers

19

Association.

20

umbrella to other agriculture organizations, such as

21

the Maui Onion Growers, Maui Association of

22

Landscape Professionals, the Hawaii Organic Farmers

23

Association and Hawaii Tropical Flower Council, and

24

the Protea Growers, as well as the Cattlemen, that

25

is not on that list.

These organizations serve as an
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I'll start immediately on some of the

1

2

projects that I'm currently working on.

3

Agriculture Park.

4

been in existence for 18 years.

5

ordinances thanks to the Council.

6

were approved and adopted July 14th, 2003, this

7

year, which made a lot of changes happen in Kula Ag

8

Park.

9

assign their leases, and to be business entities.

Kula

Most of you know it well.

It's

We now have new
The ordinances

New ordinances allow the tenants to sublease,

10

Letters to the tenants to upgrade leases

11

I'm no longer challenged here

12

tenants to upgrade leases and to bring current all

13

outstanding rents and water bills have been issued.

14

They have 45 days to respond.

15

letters to the

Water use at the park is currently being

16

determined to see if we can do additional use by

17

Haleakala Ranch for an additional 70 acres with

18

water use to exceed no more than 30 to 50,000

19

gallons per day.

20

land that they desperately need.

21

that's going to turn out, by the way.

22

exploring that right now with the Water Department

23

to see if we can indeed support another entity with

24

the water from the Kula Ag Park.

25

gives County the right to withdraw from A&B's

This will give another entity ag
We're not sure how

Contract with EMI
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1

Hamakua Ditch up to 1.5 million gallons of water

2

daily.

3

max that we use at the park is 800,000 gallons a

4

day, and it usually is around 500,000 gallons a day.

5

Councilmember Danny Mateo's favorite subject,

We have never used that total amount.

The

6

Molokai Livestock Cooperative.

Grant application

7

first received in 1991.

8

amendments of extension of time to date.

9

payments requested and allocation of funds -- the

The grant has had five
Five

10

final payment request and allocation of funds will

11

be submitted by this week to close the grant.

12

payment request is on my desk as we speak.

13

closure of the grant, a team will be formed to go to

14

Molokai to work with its board for a list of repairs

15

and funds needed to support the final certification

16

to open for business.

17

have some cracks in the building, since it's now 15

18

years old.

19

The

Upon

And in that, Danny, they also

Hiring of the new manager.

I probably will

20

be involved in that, since my experience as an

21

executive recruiter is there.

22

for the board, budget preparation, board expansion,

23

and replacement.

24

been on the board for a long, long time, and we will

25

be asking them to replace themselves within a year

Long-range planning

A lot of the board members have
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1

to bring in new blood, to bring in new excitement to

2

the board.

3

Training possibilities to promote the beef

4

industry.

And what we're looking at in regard to

5

the training, we're talking about possibly working

6

for new ranchers to be trained.

7

Maui that are willing to bring them in as interns to

8

train them.

9

opening up areas on Molokai, and we want to try and

We have ranchers on

We have ranchlands that are looking at

10

develop this new industry.

11

pictures here.

12

older than the June opening.

13

has already been made in regard to the concrete

14

being poured around the building, the -- the

15

building itself is virtually finished.

16

few things that they need to do in regard to the

17

cracks in the walls, moving a few of the wall plugs,

18

things of that sort.

19

And you'll notice the

Now, some of these are a little
Some of the progress

They have a

The Cattlemen Association and the Cattle

20

Company, another very exciting area.

21

industry has gone from 30 million industry to less

22

than 10 million Statewide today.

23

Maui County have vowed to keep all cattle home,

24

instead of shipping to the mainland for finishing.

25

This is a very important statement for them to make.
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Seven of the larger ranchers on Maui have formed the

2

Maui Cattle Company and now slaughter locally,

3

finishing in a processing plant that is too small

4

for them in Makawao, and are exploring the cost for

5

a modular unit for processing and a unit for

6

slaughtering.

7

October 2003.
Maui Cattle Company is marketing products in

8

9

Survey results are expected in

Longs, Kula Ace Hardware, and several restaurants,

10

and continue to expand their market as fast as they

11

can.

12

with HC&S and Maui Pine to establish -- this is

13

2,000, not 200 acres of irrigated pastures for the

14

cattle.

15

to keep the cattle at home.

16

know this is an area of interest to you, I'll wait.

17

The Cattlemen Association, they are working

It's vital that we continue to expand areas
No problem.

Existing slaughterhouse on Maui.

Since I

The current

18

slaughterhouse that we have on Maui is 30 years old.

19

It's in need of major improvements, new equipment,

20

cross training for current staff as they expand

21

their operation.

22

cattlemen to support the increase of the facility

23

and a strong pledge from current owners to see this

24

new development through.

25

we do not overextend Maui into developing a new

They need commitment from

We are very concerned that
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1

slaughterhouse when we might be able to support the

2

old one.

3

woman-ran operation to see what we can do to improve

4

their facility and not expand without having good

5

reason to.

6

cattle industry and will be watching Maui County

7

closely as it develops this market.

8

has been kind enough to say we too want to ship only

9

locally.

We are looking for grants for this

The Big Island also wishes to expand its

Monty Richards

We do not want to ship our cattle to the

10

mainland.

So there is a movement afoot in regard to

11

the cattle operation r and we're hoping that that

12

will come around very soon.
Maui Agriculture Processing and Marketing

13
14

Center.

I don't know if you can tell here where

15

this iS r but you'll notice the dark lines on the

16

right-hand sider these are the current buildings

17

that are up there.

18

is very large, 100 by 200 feet, that is the new Maui

19

Agriculture Processing and Marketing Center proposed

20

plan.

21

Processing and Marketing Center is referred to as

22

the vacuum cooling plant.

23

know it, by the way.

24

and ground breaking will start in March, instead of

25

August of this coming year, and we're absolutely

The building in the center that

It has certainly grown.

Maui Agriculture

That's how most of you

New time line for construction
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1

delighted that we have some cooperation with the

2

farmers and with GYA Architects to get this going

3

sooner.

4

The current breakdown of matching funds

5

includes -- if you could find that file for me.

6

There you go.

7

of 905,100, County of Maui grants, you'll see all

8

three of them.

9

grant for this fiscal year.

Economic development administration

The 100,000, by the way, is the new
All right.

The farmers

10

exchange money needed was 394,000 and some change.

11

This was the total operating budget for this

12

processing plant.

13

want to stay to the original plan, so we are over

14

budget by roughly anywhere from 500,000 to 1.5

15

million.

16

Unfortunately, the farmers do not

Now, what are we going to do about that?

17

I'll be seeing all of you separately.

18

What we are looking at is several things.

19

executive order, by the way, has been approved.

20

We're currently waiting for the State Attorney

21

General's Office to finalize it and send it for

22

signature.

23

the land to the control of Maui County.

24

really good thing.

25

partnership with Department of Ag, we now have

No, I won't.
The

That means that we'll be transferring

Instead of trying to do it in
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1

control over it.

The project time has changed, as I

2

mentioned to you.

The additional funds needed will

3

be between 500 to 1.5 million.

4

farmers that if they want to expand this project,

5

they must come up with the remaining monies.

6

are looking to do that within the next 45 days.

7

Upon receiving that r then we'll be able to see where

8

we go at this point on this particular project.

9

Proposed agriculture development.

We have told the

They

As you

10

know, I never seem to sit still very long, so you

11

can go to the next slide, please r Kal.

12

Kipahulu Community Association, the Triangle is

13

trying to finish its kitchen this year.

14

Growers, the container for Hana I believe has

15

arrived, so now we have a container at the airport

16

in Hana so the flowers, the vegetables r and all

17

things that are shipped out of there no longer have

18

to sit on the Tarmac and spoil.

19

good thing.

20

grant.

21

We have the

Maui Flower

That's a really

We finally get to spend that $10 r OOO

Hot water treatment facility.

We're working

22

with Bob Carroll's office in regard to a location

23

for that.

24

land of transfer on that one as well.

25

Paniolo Museum.

We're going after an executive order for
The Maui

That one has been in the grant
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1

files for a year and a half now and they have

2

finally decided to try and do a mobile museum where

3

they can take this museum in a trailer or a

4

container to different schools, to different

5

educational projects, to different events.

6

grant will probably be closed in the next few months

7

as well.
We have new things coming.

8
9

So this

Offshore

development is a very strong topic in Maui County

10

this year.

11

getting their permits to do hatcheries two miles off

12

the island.

13

area that we're all going to need to look at and

14

explore.

15

we're talking with HC&S and Maui Pine about finding

16

land for that.

17

acres.

18

We have several firms that are exploring

So this is going to be a really serious

The possibility of a new aquaculture park,

We need anywhere from 10 to 100

That one luckily doesn't need as much water.
Ag business training and development.

That

19

is a continuing thing that we do.

We have several

20

workshops that are coming up.

21

tourism, in March.

22

summit where we bring all the agencies together to

23

talk about their budgets, where they're going with

24

their plans, so that we don't duplicate our services

25

and we work together a little smarter.

One is called ag

The other one will be an ag
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Integrated pest management.

1

As you know,

2

every bug lands on my desk now.

And there are many

3

times when we don't have the funds and we can't do

4

anything to help with that.

5

the farmers to be a little more akamai in regard to

6

how to handle these pests as they come in.

7

working in regard to trying to get the airport more

8

secure from inter-island travel so that we have some

9

means of controlling these pests, and I will be

We're trying to train

We're

10

looking for more funds to help with this.

11

year we had, as you know, the banana bunchy top that

12

came In.

13

it is still contained in Pukalani, but if it breaks

14

out of that area, we do have some serious problems.

15

So in some of these areas we need to look at

We had no funds to help with it.

This last

Luckily

16

them very critically on where we want to go, what we

17

can support, and what really is needed to support

18

agriculture in Maui County.

19

Center, Lynn was kind enough to talk to you about

20

that.

21

by the way, from MCC culinary's program.

22

Speere has taken the initiative to work with our

23

farmers in developing marketing plans, new recipes,

24

and advertising plans.

25

really good idea.

The Food Innovations

That has been going on on a very slow level,
Chris

So all of that has been a

We want to expand that, because
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1

we think if we get it i

2

going to Oahu, we have something of real value.

3

CTAHR Vegetable

tivar Research and

4

Development.

5

really undertaken to try and do something with

6

research and development.

7

30 years have been devoted to developing protea.

8

Thanks to CTAHR's efforts, the Kula community -- I

9

mean the community -- excuse me, the Kula Research

10

Center on Copp Road has now helped us to be number

11

one in the world in new plants for protea.

12

number two in the world in sales of proteas.

13

want the same development for tropical plants and

14

vegetables.

15

that you have been generous enough to give to ag

16

promotion to help promote collecting tropicals this

17

year, which means we should have new flowers in the

18

marketplace within a year and a half.

19

to expand that area as well.

20

This is

Maui County instead of it

And as you know, the last

We're
We

So I've set aside $25,000 of the grant

We will need

Do you have any questions for me?

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

CHAIR TAVARES:

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

first year that we have

I do.

I do too.

Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
You mention giving water to

Haleakala Ranch from the ag park.
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1

MS. GAY:

Yes.

We're exploring --

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Why would you want to give it to

3

them and is it for what reason?

4

so that farmers can use Haleakala Ranch to lease

5

land?

6

MS. GAY:

Yes, it is.

Yes, it is.

Is it going to be

The farmers right now

7

have a tentative agreement with Haleakala Ranch for

8

100 acres.

9

But they have no water.

Only roughly 70 acres would be farmable.
The closest water source is

10

Hale -- is the Kula Ag Park.

11

that does not take away from the park, but we still

12

have sufficient water to expand an operation for

13

farming.

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

We're exploring that

And who are these farmers, being

15

that now we're going to give away County water to

16

them?

17

Haleakala Ranch gets to choose them?

18
19
20

MS. GAY:

I mean, is it first come, first serve,

Well, they're actually tenants that are

currently in the Kula Ag Park.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

I got another area, but

21

I'll allow Dain, if you've got any questions in that

22

area.

23
24

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

Is the land going to be leased to the

County?
MS. GAY:

No.

This would be privately held between
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Haleakala Ranch and these particular farmers.

2

CHAIR TAVARES:

3

MS. GAY:

4

CHAIR TAVARES:

5

6
7

Oh, and the farmers.

And the farmers.
And those are farmers that are existing

right now in the Kula Ag Park?
MS. GAY:

Yes, they are.

This is an expansion of their

operation.

8

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

CHAIR TAVARES:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.
Madam Chair.

Yes, Mr. Kane.
My question is on the next bullet on

12

that same page, though, so it's not the Haleakala

13

Ranch question.

14

the County the right to withdraw from the Hamakua

15

Ditch up to 1.5 million gallons.

16

question

17

continue with this line.

18

lS

It's the contract with EMI, giving

That's -- my

in that area, so if Mr. Nishiki wants to

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

You know that 70 acres that

19

now you're giving -- I don't know what the rules

20

are.

21

farmers that may not be in the ag park?

22

be an expansion of the ag park.

23

them the ability to lease land, but what about

24

people that are getting kicked off of land, say,

25

from Ulupalakua Ranch that may want to farm?

Where is that opportunity given to other
It seems to

Now you're giving
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MS. GAY:

That's a very good question, and I don't have

2

the answers for all of that.

3

do is determine what would be the best to expand

4

agriculture as we see it at this point in time.

5

can't undertake all the questions in regard to Kula

6

Ag Park water.

7

little natural because it's right above the park.

8
9

What we're trying to

I

However, this one seems to be a

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

I guess -- I guess, Madam

Chairman, the question that I have is this political

10

process that we have now with the ag park and the

11

ability to now sublease, and I don't know what the

12

rule is now, because we had a rule with new farmers

13

coming in that may now be eliminated.

14

farmers that want to farm, but I don't know what the

15

process Economic Development is using now to allow

16

existing farmers to get on existing land.

17

reason why I ask that is because you seem to glitch

18

over an area where you never discuss this so-called

19

new ag park.
MS. GAY:

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

23

And the

Hello?

20

22

And I know of

I'm listening.
And do you have something that is

being created for a new ag park to
MS. GAY:

We are look, looking -- we are looking at that

24

and exploring it very, very rapidly, as a matter of

25

fact.

When we started working with Maui Pine, in
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1

particular, because new lands are becoming

2

available, we found that they were willing to work

3

directly one on one with some of the ag areas, so we

4

backed off a little bit from there.

5

talking about renting some of their lands on

6

long-term leases from anywhere from 60 to 150

7

dollars a year per acre.

8

will do it and open up another area where we don't

9

have to do it, let's let the dust settle for a

Because they're

And we're saying if they

10

minute and see how many they can accommodate.

11

know that we are looking from -- anywhere from 1,000

12

to 3,000 acres for a new ag park, so they have us on

13

the burner as well.

They

Some of these areas -- they've also been

14

15

talking to some of the ranchers to expand ranching,

16

because some of the areas that they have do not have

17

sufficient water for farming.

18

taken a real lead in trying to develop new

19

agriculture areas for farmers and for ranchers.

20

I'm trying to let them see where they can go first.

21

Because if they can do it and we don't have to, then

22

I don't have to manage another park, but I'm not

23

willing

24

certainly.

25

basis, that's better for the economy and better for

So Maui Pine has

So

you know, I'm willing to do that,
But if they can do it on an independent
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2

the whole industry.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

The reason why I ask this is

3

because I've known a lot of farmers that were

4

getting -- that have been displaced, whether it be

5

in

6

MS. GAY:

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8

MS. GAY:

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

10

Yes.
-- Waihee or wherever.

Ye s .
Because landowners change their

minds.

11

MS. GAY:

Yes, they do.

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Where the ag park and being owned

13

by the County is -- the benefit is that this land

14

stays in agriculture in perpetuity.

15

MS. GAY:

Yes.

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

And I know despite that you

17

say it's a long-term lease, people have been

18

removed --

19

MS. GAY:

Yes, they have.

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

because corporate changes their

21

minds.

So I don't know if you've weighed this, and

22

meanwhile, farmers are being displaced.

23

know if you know of the situation up in Ulupalakua

24

where we were promised by this major landowner that

25

if we gave them community plan designation, that
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1

certain farmers would not be kicked off.

2

understand a story, they're not keeping to their

3

commitments.

4

and that family, okay, so ...

5

6

MS. GAY:

And lim talking about Ulupalakua Ranch

I don't know of that one, but if you'd share

some information, I'll be glad to check that out.

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8

MS. GAY:

9

But as I

Thank you.

You know, the one thing that we are doing in

Kula Ag Park, because now welre saying, okay, for a

10

couple of years while we were redoing the ordinances

11

we let things sit.

12

welve identified that there are roughly six farms up

13

there that are not doing farming,

14

no more.

15

This is going to change.

16

notice that things are happening.

17

We didn't press the issue.

Now

and welre saying,

We have farmers that are begging for land.
So everybody has put on

You know, I -- I want to tell you a brief
I don't want to keep you too long.

18

little story.

19

was looking for a parcel of one to five acres for a

20

nursery for someone, and I put a little ad in the

21

bulletin and I got four responses, which made me

22

think that I might be successful in putting an ad in

23

the paper saying, landowners, if youlre not farming

24

and you have ag lands, please call us.

25

ranchers that need them or farmers that need them.
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1

And I am going to develop that ad to see if we can

2

encourage any of that.

3

In fact today we have 2,000 head of hogs that needs

4

a new location.

5

right now because I can't just whip up a piece of

6

land for him, but we get these calls all the time,

7

absolutely all the time.

8

need another ag park.

9

priorities.

10

And I get calls every day.

I'm not able to accommodate him

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

We know how desperately we

And yes, it is one of my

Yeah, I guess I would think that

11

you should have been helping this guy that got

12

removed from A&B from his sod farm, and the last

13

thing I know is that he lost everything because of

14

the way A&B treated him.

15

that I would hope that government could immediately

16

go in and try to resolve that problem.

17

MS. GAY:

And those are the areas

We are more than willing to.

Unfortunately, we

18

don't always get the calls.

19

as I do get, I work with them on a one-on-one

20

individually basis, but I don't always get the

21

calls.

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

23

MS. GAY:

24

CHAIR TAVARES:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

You know, as many calls

Thank you.

You're welcome.
Mr. Kane.
Thank you, Madam Chair.
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1

just interested on maybe more detail on the contract

2

with EMI.

3

MS. GAY:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yes.
Giving the County the right to

5

withdraw, and it says up to 1.5 million gallons per

6

day.

7

MS. GAY:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9
10
11

Ye s .
How much -- how much was the

agreement prior to -- is this a new contract or a
new agreement?
MS. GAY:

No.

In fact,

I have been informed by Department

12

of Water that our current contract has expired.

13

have talked to EMI about this and they assure me

14

that they will honor that contract as it stands

15

until we all sit down to rewrite it.

16

million gallons has been in effect since the

17

beginning of the contract, which is 18 years ago.

18

We have never used that amount of water.

19

talked to EMI, they assured me that we have promised

20

you 1.5 million gallons of water a day.

21

never used that -- and what I've done is I've worked

22

with the Department of Water to determine what the

23

park would need at its full capacity, even including

24

those six lots that are not being used, and the most

25

I could come up with was 723,000 gallons a day, a
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little under 800,000.

2

So we're saying, okaYI we don't particularly

3

want to get into is it fair to give 500,000 gallons

4

of water to the next group that comes in?

5

unusual situation that we're trying to take under

6

advisement in regard to just one areal and that

7

would be the Haleakala Ranch because it adjoins Kula

8

Ag Park.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

It's an

Does that answer your question, sir?
Kind of.

So we don't have an

10

existing contract now because it's expired and a new

11

contract has not been formulated as of yet?

12

MS. GAY:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

We're working on it right now.
Okay.

And that 1.5 million is what

the original contract was?

15

MS. GAY:

Yes, it was.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Would you have any problem with

17

forwarding that particular expired contract over

18

to

19

MS. GAY:

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

MS. GAY:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

MS. GAY:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

CHAIR TAVARES:

Not at all.
to the Chair?

Not at all.
Thank you.

Be glad to.
Thank you, Chair.

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

That was it, Madam Chair.

Question

2

already been asked.

3

continue the discussion by -- Monnie, those -- those

4

I guess farmers that you said are no longer farming,

5

was there a follow-up to see what the problem was,

6

maybe the lack of water or some kind of direction as

7

to why they're not farming at this point?

8
9
10
11

MS. GAY:

Not yet.

However, I'd like to perhaps

We have a meeting October the 15th at

the park with the tenants to discuss not only their
new leases, but problems in the area.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

And the new ag park, this would be

12

something that the Farm Bureau and the Cattlemen's

13

Association[ this is something that they support?

14

MS. GAY:

Oh, yes, it is.

15

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

So they don't see it as a competitive

16

measure in allowing -- because it seems like if

17

you know

18

access to water and the initial infrastructure,

19

versus a private entity that need to develop and get

20

their own source.

21

MS. GAY:

t

this particular park, they will have

You know

t

So--

it is -- Danny, it is always a problem

22

on Maui in regard to water, and we're all working on

23

it, we're all worrying about it, but they have --

24

actually, they've all worked together in trying to

25

develop anything we can for more farming.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Uh-huh, well, yeah, water, we don't

2

need to preach to the choir.

3

know, the water issues, yeah.

4

that, you know, helping -- helping to provide the ag

5

park and perhaps displacing existing farmers,

6

because this becomes more of a competitive nature at

7

this point.

8

MS. GAY:

9

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

We're hearing, you
But my concern was

Yes, it does.
Because now they can be more

10

competitive because they have access too, you know,

11

versus the competition aspect where they're not

12

getting the government help.

13

MS. GAY:

That's right.

14

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

So there is no -- I guess there is no

15

disadvantage for those who are existing farmers

16

trying to -- trying to survive that are not going to

17

be going into the ag park?

18

MS. GAY:

Well, we're trying to look at a new ag park in
If we are lucky enough to

19

different capacities.

20

obtain 3,000 acres, instead of 447, which we

21

currently have, we could divide it differently to

22

already existing farmers with the criterias and the

23
24

25

for them to get in, new farming areas, and
possibly some ranch areas as well.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Is there any considerations for doing
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1

services and programs to help existing farmers

2

instead of expanding and bringing in additional

3

farmers?

4

MS. GAY:

Yes.

In fact, any time that we can identify a

5

training area that's going to benefit an increased

6

productivity for already existing businesses in ag,

7

we're on it immediately, absolutely immediately.

8
9

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

And once the ag park is in

place, you know, your projections for water use,

10

that is -- that is the limit?

11

it's not going to --

12

MS. GAY:

You're -- you know,

For this particular park, yes.

The 800,000,

13

that's at max capacity 24 hours a day, seven days a

14

week.

15

seven days a week, 24 hours a day and we use them as

16

a guide.

17

have done at night because I needed to know.

18

I've taken them to the Department of Water just this

19

last week and said please check my figures because

20

if we can expand, if we can use a little of the

21

water to do even one more operation, is it possible?

22

Now r that's not a determination that I can make.

23

That does have to come from Department of Water.

24

But we're trying to explore anything we possibly can

25

to promote ago

We have two lots up there that currently run

Now, these are estimate figures that I
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1

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

2

MS. GAY:

3

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

CHAIR TAVARES;

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

Thank you.

You're welcome.
Thank you, Madam Chair.
Madam Chair.

Mr. Kane.
I have a question from another page.

Sure.
Proposed agriculture development, one

of the bullets was offshore development, Ms. Gay.

10

MS. GAY:

Yes, uh-huh.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE;

I want to understand what the County

12

role or intention in this particular area is, given

13

that it's offshore in State waters.

14

and more particularly financially what role is the

15

County going to play in this?

16

MS. GAY;

What role

I'll tell you, quite frankly, I'm not sure yet.

17

We have -- in fact I think you probably were one of

18

the people that had a presentation from Pacific

19

Ventures just last week in regard to their desire to

20

do an offshore development and they are looking at

21

two miles offshore, and you're absolutely right,

22

most of this is Federal and State controlled.

23

Permits have to come from there.

24

Department of Ag now to determine what involvement

25

the County can have so we can make offshore

We're working with
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1

development easier, what we need to do ourselves.

2

They're also looking to be a part of the aquaculture

3

park if we can develop it in a short term.

4

now I'm not sure that we'll be ready when they're

5

ready.

6

operating within the year.

7

and a half or two years to not only find the land

8

for an aquaculture park, but to do the

9

infrastructure, to get the grants to support it, and

10

11

Right

They're trying to be up and running and
It might take us a year

all the other things that go with that.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah, I guess my primary concern

lS,

12

you know, overall the economic -- you know, the

13

Office of Economic Development, you have nine people

14

as resources, and we have so far heard, you know,

15

pages and pages and pages of -- of intentions.

16

it seems like we're almost overextending ourselves

17

to the point where we're getting into areas of

18

jurisdiction that -- that place us at a disadvantage

19

as far as authority-wise and decision making as well

20

as funding, stretching ourselves too thin.

21

And

So I just see this as one example that really

22

stuck out.

There may be others there that are a

23

little more subtle . .And it's just a general

24

concern, Ms. Gay, you know, that, again, you folks

25

have nine people.

Just in your presentation alone,
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1

you know, there's a lot of good stuff.

2

intention is great, but, I mean, really, how much

3

can you -- how much can we really do that's, I don't

4

know, from a fiscal standpoint is prudent, you know,

5

prudent --

6

MS. GAY:

That's also a concern of mine.

The

Offshore

7

development, I will need advice and guidance on that

8

one.

9

it on the Big Island.

There's a new area coming in.

They developed

TheY've had several issues

10

that have been broached and have worked out, but at

11

the same time, we don't want to stop the economy

12

from growing in ago

13

support it.

14

monies, by the way, because I feel that that is a

15

for-profit company and they need to try to do what

16

they can the best they can with our help and our

17

support.

18

We need to find ways to help

I'm not putting that on the agenda for

Agriculture parks, aquaculture parks, even

19

with the aquaculture park I have worked diligently

20

this last year and a half with Sea Grant, and they

21

are willing to help write the grants, to run the

22

park for us, and do it in partnership.

23

absolutely right.

24

So what I'm trying to do now is to find ways where

25

we can partner to work smarter.

I've already given up sleeping.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

2

MS. GAY:

3

CHAIR TAVARES:

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

You're welcome.
Any other questions?
Yeah.

Mr. Nishiki.
Madam Chair, I'd just like maybe

7

us to research legally if Administration can move

8

water from that ag park without -- if they need to

9

come to this Council, and my concern is as much

10

as -- I don't know if it's already happening.

11

is the draw?

12

that are not being cultivated right now.

13

the lots at the ag park were to be cultivated, what

14

would be the necessary water needed there and what

15

are we getting in regards to water for the -- by

16

giving away this water for these other 70 acres or

17

so?

18

MS. GAY:

What

Because as she said, there's six lots
And if all

Do you know that question, Monnie?
Yes, I do.

This is an estimate at this time.

19

I've asked the Water Department to check my figures.

20

We currently use anywhere from four to 600,000

21

gallons daily.

22

water use at the park with all lots going seven days

23

a week, 24 hours a day would be no more than 800,000

24

gallons a day.

25

With the max at the park -- the max

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And what are we able to --
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1

MS. GAY:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

MS. GAY:

1.5 million.
But that's expired.

That's expired.

That's right.

But they are

4

honoring that contract and they are willing to put

5

that in writing for us if we need them to.

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah, and that question that Dain

7

brings out about some of this -- I don't know if

8

it's fluff.

9

put energy in a lot of these areas -- because you're

I don't know what I would call it.

Why

10

already claiming that you've got too much on your

11

plate or whatever -- in these areas if we know that

12

it's somebody else's jurisdiction and maybe you

13

should be concentrating on what is now existing, as

14

I think Danny put it -- said?

15

the farmers that need help are probably one that are

16

now existing that would like to market their

17

product.

18

government's role, now that we've got, as you said,

19

yourself giving full time to this area of what help

20

have you given to farmers in areas of marketing

21

their products abroad?

22

MS. GAY:

Okay.

And my question is

And I just feel like maybe it may be

We have done a lot, actually.

We do

23

anywhere from one to two either workshops or

24

conferences every month.

25

marketing conference that several of your members,

We did in October a major
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1

by the way, attended.

2

business as well as ag business.

3

there.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And this was geared to
We had 75 people

Yeah, that -- people is not my

5

question.

What have you done to -- to say that

6

because of this, we've got Maui onions that are

7

going out to the mainland now?

8

MS. GAY:

We've also got --

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Or makina(?) that's going out

10

somewhere or whatever.

11

are more important to farmers that want to grow, and

12

maybe government should be helping specifically in

13

marketing it.

14

and grow.

15

California or wherever to market, or even to the

16

hotels to use their products here on Maui.

17

my question.

18

MS. GAY:

Okay.

I mean, these kind of stats

Because these guys want to stay home

They don't want to have to go out to

That's

We have been doing that the last two and

19

a half years, and in marketing to the hotels, to

20

Costco, to the restaurants, they are all interested

21

in buying locally.

22

cannot produce on a quantity basis or a quality

23

basis, and we are working with the farmers to do

24

just that.

25

we'll be able to expand some of that operation so

There are many times when we

As we develop the vacuum cooling plant,
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1

that we can be more consistent.

2

import/export seminars.

3

that we can think of to promote this area to make

4

them stronger.

5

it's taken me two and a half years to get one farmer

6

to say he's a business farmer instead of just a

7

farmer.

8

things where we have to change some ideas of

9

production, and we are working on that daily,

10
11

We have done

We have done everything

And I'll tell you quite frankly,

So we are working with a lot of internal

absolutely daily.
In regard to being overextended, I'm very,

12

very careful in completing one project before we

13

start another.

14

partner and let them take the lead, as with the

15

aquaculture park.

16

that Sea Grant was more than willing to take the

17

lead on that! to manage it, to help write the grants

18

for it, that's perfect for me.

19

get it, we still expand it! but we're not doing all

20

the work.

21

Many times I'll go look for a

When we were able to identify

That means we still

So anywhere I can is where I go.

In regard to offshore development, it's a new

22

area that's coming in, not only to Maui County but

23

to the State, and we need to look at it very

24

critically.

25

Department of Ag or any of the Federal agencies.

And no, it's not to take away from
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1

It's purely so that we know what's going on and

2

where we want to go with that.

3

getting some resistance from the community in regard

4

to the environment.

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

6

CHAIR TAVARES:

Because you will be

I'm done.

On just a side note, the offshore

7

development people have been trying to make

8

appointments with various members to explain their

9

project, and I think what they're trying to do is

10

keep everybody in the loop.

11

MS. GAY:

Yes, they are.

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

And whether

the County of Maui's role

13

in it is very small, but I think we would be upset

14

if something were going on offshore that we didn't

15

know about.

16

MS. GAY:

Right.

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

So I think that we -- their role is to

18

keep us informed of what's happening.

19

they're doing is going to impact the on shore,

20

because their hatchery is going to have to be land

21

based, the employees, the workers that they get are

22

going to have to access the area in and out of like

23

Maalaea Harbor or wherever they are.

24

it's -- you know, we need to be on top of it.

25

actually, I appreciate that they have come forward
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1

and explained the project, knowing full well their

2

permits and everything are with the State or with

3

the Federal government.

So I think they just want

4

to keep us in the loop.

I don't see us being too

5

terribly involved in that particular project, except

6

for the aquaculture side.

7

MS. GAY:

That's right.

May I add one other thing?

I did

8

not expect the Ag Department, if that's called a

9

department, my particular job to expand as rapidly

10

as it has this year, but I have gone from --

11

anywhere from 60 to 80 hours weekly, and it's out of

12

necessity, because you cannot say no to one area

13

versus another area.

14

projects that we currently have to see them through,

15

to be able to willing -- and willing to develop new

16

areas is vital to the success of ago

17

an area that we need to look at it, that it is

18

growing, that it definitely has demands and we might

19

need some advice on it.

20

CHAIR TAVARES:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And to keep the focus on the

So maybe it's

Thank you very much.

Okay, thank you, Monnie.
Madam Chair, just one final.

Oh, yes, Mr. Kane.
Yeah, Ms. Gay, I kind of heard in

24

your voice that there's some frustration when you

25

discuss the internal things that are going on
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1

more specifically the difficulty of dealing with

2

providing consistency in product.

3

can you expound on that just a little more?

4

Because, I mean, quite frankly,

5

entity trying to help these guys through and they

6

are on the other hand not willing to meet us at a

7

place where the work is cooperative -- in other

8

words, we're over here, we're kind of beating them

9

over the head, come on, here.

And can you

if we're here as an

We're like handing

10

you this help and trying to do the best we can and

11

they're over there just resisting that help.

12

mean! what's the plan, if we're getting all this

13

resistance to provide quality, you know, reliable,

14

consistent source of products to the -- you know! to

15

the market?

16

MS. GAY:

You're absolutely right.

So, I

There is some

17

frustration, but there are a lot more joys here than

18

the frustration.

19

Costco came in about five months ago and said we

20

really want to buy locally.

21

locally.

We don't want to ship in from the

22

mainland.

It's cheaper for us to do this.

23

provide?

24

said, hmmm, not consistently because we're not ready

25

for that yet in Maui County.

Let me give you an example.

We would prefer to buy

Can you

And we kind of looked at each other and

And as we develop
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1

other areas like the vacuum cooling plant, we can

2

expand operations.

3

to expand, we can expand operations.

4

the quality control.

5

that.

As I get more land for farmers
We can have

Right now we don't always have

And we're also fighting a history of the

6
7

farmer's family saying don't go into farming.

8

doesn't pay.

9

the field.

It

We don't have new farmers coming into
We have to educate them.

We have to go

10

back to the schools and

11

You really should buy into this.

12

better how to run a business.

13

things that we have at our disposal that we can help

14

with new farmers.

15

gently work with them to get them to a point where

16

they say, hey, you know what, maybe I can make money

17

for my family.

18

very tough industry.

19

question?

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

points.

22

MS. GAY:

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

SdY,

hey, farming is great.
We can teach you

And those are the

The current farmers, we have to

And it's a tough industry.

Yes.

It's a

Does that answer your

No, and I understand your

Thank you.
Again, it's just -- you know, I

you know t

I don't see what you've presented

24

don't

25

to us as focused in on -- because we have
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1

inconsistency and unreliable products to provide the

2

market, what specific things or components are

3

needed?

4

cooling plant is one?

And so are you saying that the vacuum

5

MS. GAY:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

Yes.
The expansion of an ag park is

another?

8

MS. GAY:

Yes.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

MS. GAY:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

The securing of water is another?

Yes.
And if those are the cases, then for

12

me, it would be a lot easier to understand, and I

13

think for the public to understand, is to make those

14

direct connections to what it's going to take for us

15

to -- to have a successful agricultural component in

16

our -- in our County.

17

seems piecemeal.

18

Ms. Gay.

19

MS. GAY:

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And right now I think it just

And it's no reflection of you,

No, I understand.
I'm just saying, you know, for the

21

public to understand this is what needs to get done

22

and these are the steps we're taking and until we

23

get these things done we're not going to have

24

consistency in providing the -- those products to

25

the market.

And, you know, I guess I can feel your
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1

frustration.

2

what it's going to take financially for us to work

3

towards that end, then perhaps we need to have a

4

presentation that is very focused in on, you know,

5

this is what we need.

6

doing.

7

these cleaned up in order for us to get this.

8

you know, kind of set it in that tone, and for me,

9

that would work better, you know, as far as

10

This is what we're capable of

These are the differences.

We need to get
And,

understanding what we need to do.

11

MS. GAY:

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

MS. GAY:

14

And, you know, if it comes down to

Thank you.
So I just -- I share that.

I am more than willing to do that and I am ready

to do that.

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

And if I can point out, the purpose of

17

today's meeting was to get an overview of all of the

18

things the department is -- or that the division is

19

involved in.

20

measures for the Office of Economic Development, I

21

think that's where we'll more clearly see and the

22

presentation will be geared toward goals and

23

objectives, benchmarks, and those kinds of things.

24

So I think that's the next -- the next phase, so

25

thank you for those comments.

When we get into the performance
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah.

And, Madam Chair and Ms. Gay,

2

please, you know, forgive me.

3

of, you know, being critical of what we have in

4

front of us.

5

or the anxiousness to move forward and get this

6

get to that next step is where I'm coming from.

7

please, it's not to -- to compromise what efforts

8

you folks are making, because I realize the work is

9

really

10

I have no intention

I'm just -- I guess the -- the anxiety

when you tell me 60 to 80 hours, I think

you're understating what you really do, Ms. Gay.

11

MS. GAY:

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.
Because I know from -- from hearsay

13

from many people that what you're doing is really

14

appreciated.

15

So,

MS. GAY:

So I wanted to share that with you.

Thank you.

I have not taken that personally.

I

16

know that you have always been in support of ag, and

17

I appreciate that and I look forward to working with

18

all of you this year.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

CHAIR TAVARES:

21

MS. GAY:

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Gay.

Uh-huh.
We1re going to take a ten-minute recess

23

right now, about ten minutes, so we'll come back at

24

maybe 12 minutes after ten and we'll continue with

25

the presentation.

Meeting recess.

(Gavel) .
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1

RECESS:

2

RECONVENE:

3

CHAIR TAVARES:

4

10: 04 a.m.
10: 15 a.m.

(Gavel)

come to order.

Okay, will the meeting please

Thank you.

5

Members, we have one person signed up to

6

testify at this point, so we'll take the public

7

testimony.

8

Corporation.

Dan Regan from MEO, Business Development

9

Thank you for being here.
.BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

10

MR. REGAN:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

12

MR. REGAN:

And state your name for the record.

This is Dan Regan.

I'm the CEO for Business

13

Development Corporation.

14

Council and the Office of Economic Development --

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

16

MR. REGAN:

I just wanted to thank the

You can move it up.

Okay.

I don't have to bend down anymore.

I

17

want to thank them for the support they've given us.

18

You have in your hands our business directory, which

19

is our first issue of this.

20

at the County Fair.

21

you see any things that need to be changed or

22

corrections, just let us know.

23

thank the Council again for the support you've given

24

us.

25

We'll be releasing it

And please look through it.

If

But I just wanted to

Thank you.

CHAIR TAVARES:

Any questions for Dan?

No?
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dropping this by.
MR. REGAN:

You're welcome.
.

3

4

CHAIR TAVARES:

. . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .

Appreciate it.

Okay, are there any other

5

people signed up to testify?

6

Members, if there's no objection, we'll close the

7

public testimony portion of the meeting.

8

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

9

CHAIR TAVARES:

No objection.
Okay, public testimony is closed.

All right.

10

Okay, seeing none,

At this time if you'd just care

11

to step to the podium and we'll continue with the

12

overview.

13

MR. BARSATAN:

Good morning, Council Chair

l

Council

14

Members, and Staff.

15

I'm the Economic Development Specialist for the

16

Molokai Youth Opportunity Program called Ho'ikaika.

17

My name is Eric Barsatan, and

And let me begin by providing a background of

18

Molokai.

Molokai is an isolated rural island with a

19

population of 7,400.

20

income of the major islands in Hawaii and the

21

highest percentage of native Hawaiian residents,

22

which is about 64 percent.

23

unemployment and poverty rates have been at least

24

double the State's average.

25

are limited to one high school and a small two-year

It has the lowest per capita

The island's

Education opportunities
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1

community college.

2

population 18 years and over do not have a high

3

school diploma, the highest rate in the State.

4

scores in the schools are consistently among the

5

lowest in the State, and there are few organized

6

activities outside of school.

7

20 percent of Molokai's

The

In 1999 parents, teachers, and students and

8

other concerned community members established a

9

community-based steering committee to plan a new

10

youth services system.

11

six youth focus groups, and a survey of 300 high

12

school students, the committee successfully applied

13

to the United States Department of Labor for a Youth

14

opportunity Grant.

15

grantee and administers the program.

16

subcontractor is Molokai Community Service Council,

17

also known as MCSC, which is an umbrella

18

organization for the community service projects on

19

the island who operates the initiative.

20

Following a town meeting,

The County of Maui is the
The

For funding, Ho'ikaika Youth Opportunity

21

Program, or HYOP, is Federally funded by the United

22

States Department of Labor.

23

Youth Opportunity Initiative, provides fund to

24

increase long-term employment of youth who live in

25

high poverty areas specifically designated as

The national YO, or
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1

empowerment zones or enterprise communities.

2

is to be accomplished by saturating these

3

communities with services for significant

4

significant portion of youth residents.

5

This

The vision for the Molokai Youth Opportunity

6

Program is Ho'ikaika 'Opio 0 Molokai, which means

7

lito strengthen the youth of Molokai.

8

The Hawaiian translation of Ho'ikaika means lito

9

strive, to strengthen, to succeed.

II

The mission.

1I

This

10

initiative's mission is to instill these qualities

11

in Molokai youth.

12

So we will open new doors to the future

13

leaders of Molokai, that they may maintain a

14

self-sustainable society, a society that has the

15

strength to strive and succeed so they would pass

16

their experience on the future generations.

17

open the door of support to lift them up and watch

18

them fly.

19

that they may strive to reach their goals and dreams

20

and beyond.

21

that they may have the strength to prepare

22

themselves for the many challenges they will face.

23

We will open the door of independence that they may

24

take the life skills they have learned, supply --

25

11m sorry, apply it to their lives, become lifelong

We will

We will open the door of encouragement

We will open the door of confidence
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learners, and succeed.
The U.S. Department of Labor objectives of

3

the program in general are to ensure that all youth,

4

particularly those out of scnool, acquire the

5

necessary skills and work experience to successfully

6

transition into adulthood, careers, and for their

7

education and training.

8
9

Our target population.

The Youth Opportunity

Program serves youth between the ages of 14 to 21

10

who reside on Molokai, a Federally designated

11

enterprise community.

12

have enrolled in the program since its December 2000

13

inception.

14

enroll each month.

15

serves more than two-thirds of the young people of

16

Molokai identified as drop outs and a comparable

17

share of those still in school.

18

More than 789 eligible youth

An average 25 to 30 new participants
The youth opportunity already

And a brief description of the program.

19

Ho'ikaika offers an array of program services of

20

youth designed to provide employment experiences and

21

opportunities and to support educational attainment.

22

Services and young people are connected by a case

23

management system divided into two teams, in school

24

youth and out of school youth.

25

enrolls -- enrollees establish both short-term and

The program
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1

long-term educational and employment goals and

2

develop action plans to accomplish them.

3

program's curricula and activities are modeled on

4

mainland best practices, while incorporating

5

Hawaiian culture, values.

6

The

In school youth receive tutoring and other

7

academic support, attend job training classes,

8

participate in summer exploration program, and

9

receive financial support to attend college fairs

10

and campus visit off island.

11

out-of-school youth, they also attend job readiness

12

training and can participate in the program's

13

24-week youth corp. program on culturally

14

significant community service projects.

15

And for our

Those lacking a diploma attend GED and basic

16

skill classes.

Youth can also participate in

17

private sector internship.

18

sports and recreation, peer-to-peer mentoring, life

19

skills training, high school extra curricular

20

activities, short-term occupational training, and

21

short- and long-term unsubsidized employment.

22

once our youth enrolled -- or once enrolled,

23

participants remain in the program regardless of age

24

until they have completed a 24-month postgraduate

25

follow-up period.

Other services includes

And

Graduation requires achieving all
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1

of the employment t education t and long-term goals in

2

each student's individualized service strategy plan.
And results of our program t or the impact to

3
4

the Molokai community.

Wellt actuallYt Kalbert t

5

could you go one

6

these are photos of our lo'i

7

youth actually go and plant taro.

8

provides them a lot of soft skills.

9

see t our youth are working really hard t and this

yeah t thank you.
t

And actually

you know t where our
And this actually
So as you can

10

actually give them tough love t or what we call tough

11

lessons t that t you know t pursuing higher -- higher

12

or post-secondary education is really important.

13

And for our lo'i program t it makes the -- our

14

participant realize that this type of labor is not

15

where they want to be in the future.

16

really good program.

So this is a

In terms of results, since its December 2002

17
18

launching t our program has placed over 200

19

youngsters

20

unsubsidized employment t and over 120 youth t near 20

21

percent of those served t have entered

22

school or returned to school.

23

statistics.

24

here, so if you have any questions later t feel free

25

to ask.

t

almost 30 percent of those served t in

post~secondary

And here are also our

ActuallYt I can't see the screen from

Also t I have a couple of information that
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1

is not on the screen.

As of June of this year,

2

percentage of results also include percentage of

3

high school seniors planning to attend college in

4

year 2000, about 3 percent of the students.

5

2002 we have 34 percent of the Molokai High School

6

seniors planning to attend college.

7

unemployment rate, in year 2000 there was 14.8

8

percent in unemployment rate and as of 2002 it went

9

down to 8.6 percent.

As of

And for the

And recently our program was recognized for

10

11

the National Youth Employment Coalition PEPNet

12

award, and our program actually is the first in

13

Hawaii -- although there are so many programs in

14

Hawaii, it's the first program ever to apply for it

15

and actually win, and so this is a very prestigious

16

award.

17

in D.C. in September 18th for demonstrating

18

effectiveness in preparing youth for careers and

19

independent learning.

20

And so Ho'ikaika, our program was recognized

Could we have the next slide, please.

And

21

here is our photos from that celebration ceremony.

22

I have with me the Project Coordinator/ Betty Jean/

23

or BJ, Dudoiti the Assistant Project Coordinator,

24

Eddie Pidoti and our program participant, Quentin

25

Miyamoto, that were present to receive the award.
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1

And we joined representatives from 26 other

2

initiatives from around the nation at a ceremony led

3

by the United States Department of Labor officials

4

for employment and training and the National Youth

5

Employment Coalition.

6

To achieve recognition, the program went

7

through a rigorous application and review process In

8

which the Ho'ikaika Youth Opportunity Program had to

9

demonstrate effectiveness in management, youth

10

development, preparations of youth for career

11

success, and soundness in data evaluating results.

12

The PEPNet 2003 award is -- included 20 new PEPNet

13

recipients and seven PEPNet renewals.

14

And let's see here, and let me just give you

15

a quick background of the National Youth Employment

16

Coalition.

17

training programs to participate in PEPNet.

18

enables programs to engage in a self assessment and

19

a continuous improvement process, learning from

20

initiatives recognized by the PEPNet and documenting

21

evidence of their own activities that achieve

22

superior results.

23

are many youth employment programs that are

24

effective in the preparation of youth people for a

25

workforce and life.

They encourage all youth employment and
PEPNet

PEPNet demonstrates that there
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The annual recognition of effective

2

initiatives is just a part of PEPNet, which seeks to

3

promote effective youth employment development

4

practices and policy.

5

Program joins 96, again that's 96, other initiatives

6

that have been recognized by PEPNet since its

7

inception in 1996.

8

the -- well, the County of Maui as the grantee,

9

Molokai -- MCSC, the Molokai Community Service

10

Council, and the community of Molokai for this

11

prestigious award.

12

presentation for the Molokai Youth Opportunity

13

Program.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

17

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Ho'ikaika Youth Opportunity

So I would like to congratulate

And that concludes my

Any questions, Members, on this?

Yeah, Madam Chair.

Danny.

Mr. Mateo.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

And thank you

18

very much.

This is truly one of Molokai's success

19

stories that we're really happy with.

20

to follow up on the job retention, you know, success

21

that Ho'ikaika has experienced.

22

the -- one of the thrusts is to provide job

23

readiness skills for these youngsters.

24

know, the numbers that's been identified, like 200

25

somewhat unsubsidized placements, where are these

Just wanted

You know, I guess
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201 unsubsidized placements?
MR. BARSATAN:

Well, actually, it's for all the

3

businesses that we partner with in the community,

4

and I can provide that specific information to you.

5

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

So these 201 bodies, this is the

6

private sector is hiring them outright without

7

subsidy from the Ho'ikaika funds?

8
9

MR. BARSATAN:

That is correct.

In fact, we do have a

three-to-one program where for the first three

10

months we pay 50 percent of that.

11

we subsidize it for the first three months, and

12

after the third month the -- our partner is required

13

to actually employ that participant.

14
15

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Actually we

That's similar to the OJT positions

that the State normally runs, yeah?

16

MR. BARSATAN:

17

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

I believe so.
And the retention factor after the

18

funding -- or as the subsidy, you know, ends, the

19

retention is still high?

20

MR. BARSATAN:

21

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

22

Yes t yes.
Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Madam

Chair.

23

CHAIR TAVARES:

Would you like that information?

24

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

25

provide it.

Yeah

t

I would

t

please

t

if you can
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CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

I would be interested in that.

Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Oh, one more, Madam Chair.

And in your

4

presentation, BJ does a fantastic job with these

5

youngsters and she really should be recognized for

6

the work and the commitment she provides to

7

Molokai's youth.

8

9

MR. BARSATAN:

Yes.

And I would like to include Eddie

Pidot, who's the assistant on-site project

10

coordinator, as well as Zessica Apiki, who's the

11

Deputy Director for Molokai Community Service

12

Council.

13

the program would not be as successful as it is.

I guess without these three individuals,

14

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

15

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay, thank you very much.

16

MR. BARSATAN:

Thank you.

17

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay, next?

18

MR. BARSATAN:

No, actually

19

CHAIR TAVARES:

Oh, you're doing the Workforce

20

Thank you.

Kalbert, are you next?

Development.

21

MR. BARSATAN:

Yes.

22

CHAIR TAVARES:

I'm sorry.

Okay.

Now he's going to move

23

into the other hat.

And JoAnn Inamasu was not able

24

to be with us today.

25

situation that she had to attend to, so go ahead and

She's had some family
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do her thing.
MR. BARSATAN:

Thank you, Charmaine.

Again, as the Chair

3

mentioned, JoAnn Inamasu is not here, so I will go

4

ahead and represent her, although I will not provide

5

justice for her work.

6

Okay, let me begin with the background and

7

purpose of the Workforce Investment Act, also known

8

as WIA, or W-I-A, and the Maui Workforce Investment

9

Board, also known as WIB, or W-I-B.

The Workforce

10

Investment Act of 1998 was signed into law by

11

President Clinton to articulate -- I'm sorry, to

12

stimulate local areas' strategic redevelopment and

13

improvement of local workforce systems.

14

of WIA are to improve the quality of the workforce,

15

reduce welfare dependency, and enhance the

16

productivity and competitiveness of the nation by

17

increasing the occupational skills, employability,

18

retention, and earnings of participants.

19

The goals

WIA replaced the Job Training Partnership

20

Act.

21

effective workforce development systems in our local

22

areas, the Federal government has offered seven

23

major principles to guide local area initiatives.

24

And the WIA principles are as follows:

25

services, empowering individuals, universal access,

To foster development of the effectiveness
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1

increased accountability, strong role for local

2

Workforce Investment Boards and the private sector/

3

State and local flexibility, improved youth program.

4

Here in Maui County we realize that an

5

investment in our workforce is an investment in our

6

economic future and a skilled workforce is critical

7

to our economic health.

8

Investment Board is a broad-based private sector

9

driven organization that has undertaken the

The Maui County Workforce

10

challenge of designing a customer driven workforce

11

system which assists both employers and employees by

12

enabling work readiness, skill upgrading/ training,

13

and retraining for demand occupations.

14

The County's Office of Economic Development

15

has been designed as the grant recipient of the WIA

16

funds and is responsible for monitoring and

17

oversight of the implementation of the WIA programs

18

with guidance from the Maui County WIB/ or W-I-B.

19

The Office of Economic Development also serves as

20

the liaison between the Mayor and the Maui County

21

Workforce Investment Board on matters concerning the

22

WIA.

23

Araki/ represents the Mayor of the State's Workforce

24

Development Council, also known as Workforce -- I'm

25

sorry/ WDC.

The coordinator for OED/ in this case Lynn
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The Maui County Workforce Investment Board is

2

comprised of both private and public sector members

3

appointed by the Mayor.

4

mandates regarding public sector agencies to be

5

represented for the local WIB.

6

mandates that the local WIB membership be comprised

7

of at least 51 percent representatives of the

8

private sector.

9

need to be from the private sector.

WIA contains specific

The law also

The board Chair and Vice-Chair also
The WIB, along

10

with the County, serves as the advocate at the local

11

level for the Workforce Investment Act initiatives.

12

Their vision is to have a globally competitive and

13

skilled workforce which promotes and nurtures a

14

diverse and prosperous economy and preserves the

15

special quality of life in the County of Maui.

16

The goals of the Maui County WIB are as

17

follows:

To have a comprehensive and coordinated

18

workforce system that complements economic

19

development policies of the County of Maui.

20

aligns with the Workforce Investment Act principles

21

of streamlining services, empowering individuals,

22

that one-stop centers, and having universal access.

23

Two, to have the County of Maui's population become

24

self sufficient.

25

of increased accountability so participants'

This aligns with the WIA principle
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1

employment, job retention, earnings, and skills

2

increase and welfare dependency is reduced.

3

Thirdly, to improve the basic skills and

4

qualifications of workforce entrance.

This goal

5

aligns with the WIA principle approved youth

6

programs.

7

county of Maui's workplaces and incumbent workers.

8

This goal aligns with the WIA principle of increased

9

accountability so that productivity and

Four, to improve the productivity of the

10

competitiveness are enhanced.

11

qualified labor supply for targeted industries as

12

defined in Section 2, Assessment of Labor Market

13

Needs, with a potential for economic expansion.

14

This goal aligns with the WIA principles on

15

increased accountability, empowering individuals,

16

and giving the local board more flexibility, what is

17

best for our area.

18

And lastly, to have a

All of the goals are equally important and

19

are all priorities for the remaining four years.

20

The process used to set the strategic goals were to

21

ensure all Maui Workforce Investment Board members

22

voice their ideas for the vision and goals.

23

State of Hawaii goals were used as a guideline.

24

For the one-stop delivery system.

25

The

Under WIA,

the one-stop delivery system is a system under which
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1

entities responsible for administering separate

2

workforce investment, educational, and other human

3

resource programs and funding streams, referred to

4

as One-Stop Partners, which they collaborate to

5

create a similar system of service delivery that

6

will enhance access to the program services and

7

improve long-term employment outcomes for

8

individuals receiving assistance.

9

The Workforce Development Division at the

10

Maui branch has been designated as the one-stop

11

center for Maui County.

12

partners, strive to enhance the range and quality of

13

workforce development services that are accessible

14

to individuals seeking assistance.

15

partners are not physically co-located within the

16

same facility with Workforce Development Division,

17

they are present at the location during scheduled

18

days of the week to offer their services to

19

customers.

20

They, along with their

Although the

And our current -- and the Workforce

21

Development current One-Stop Partners are Maui

22

Community College, Maui Economic Opportunity, Inc.,

23

also known as MEO, Hawaii Job Corps, Alu Like, Maui

24

Community School for Adults, Unemployment Insurance

25

Division, Vocational Rehab/ Department of Housing
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1

and Human Concerns for the County of Maui, and the

2

Department of Human Services.

3

To give you an overview of the funding flow

4

from the Federal government to the local level, so

5

the WIA receive funding from the United States

6

Department of Labor, Employment Training

7

Administration.

8

Labor and Industrial Relations, DLIR.

9

to the County of Maui Office of Economic

It goes to the State Department of
Then it comes

10

Development, which is the local grant recipient of

11

WIA.

12

youth programs, which is administered by the Maui

13

Community College, our Adult Worker Program, which

14

is managed by the Workforce Development Division,

15

and our Dislocated Worker Program, which is also

16

overseen by the Workforce Development Division,

17

headed by Kevin Kimizuka.

18

And then it goes through our programs, our

For our governance at the State to local

19

level, the Workforce Development Council is

20

appointed by the Governor, which oversees all the

21

counties in the State, so which means that they

22

oversee the Maui County Workforce Investment Board,

23

and from there the Maui Workforce Investment Board

24

oversee the One-Stop Career Resource Center located

25

at the Workforce Development Division.
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And lastly, our local program operations.

1

2

The Maui Workforce Investment Board with Office of

3

Economic Development oversees the partners of the

4

One-Stop Resource Center and that -- which that

5

One-Stop Resource Center oversees our youth clients,

6

our adult workers, our dislocated workforce, which

7

the youth clients is managed by MCC and the adult

8

workers and dislocated workers are managed by the

9

Workforce Development Division.

10
11

And that concludes the presentation for the
Workforce Development.

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

13

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

16

Any questions for Eric?

Yes.
The 24-member board that the Mayor

appoints, is there a listing available --

17

MR. BARSATAN:

18

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

19

MR. BARSATAN:

20

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

21

MR. BARSATAN:

22

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

23

MR. BARSATAN:

24

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

25

Madam Chair.

Yes.
of who serves on this committee?

Yes, uh-huh.
You have that available?

Absolutely.
Could we request a copy?

Yes.
And offhand can you tell me who

represents Molokai?
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MR. BARSATAN:

For the -- you know, I don't have his

2

name, but we do have a representative from Molokai

3

that comes once in a while.

4

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

6

Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

We'll request that list

officially.

7

MR. BARSATAN:

Thank you.

8

CHAIR TAVARES:

All right, thanks very much.

9

MR. BARSATAN:

Thank you very much.

CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

10
11
12

And I guess now we have Kalbert,

right?
MR. YOUNG:

Yes, good morning, Madam Chair and Council

13

Members.

I am Kalbert Young.

I am the newest

14

addition to the Office of Economic Development.

15

serve as the Small Business Advocate in the

16

Department and for the County.

17

position.

18

positions like it exist in the State, that being on

19

the island of Oahu for the City and County of

20

Honolulu.

21

advocate for Maui is new, therefore, it's still

22

evolving, a lot of the programs that the advocate

23

has to work -- has worked on thus far is still

24

developing.

25

very similar to that of the services offered by the

I

It's a newly created

As far as I know, only two other

Although the role of the small business

And as much as we'd like to make it
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City and County of Honolulu, we recognize that this

2

position will most likely shape up to be a unique

3

opportunity for the County.

4

As such, I won't be able to present any

5

definitive quantitative statistics for you on small

6

business development, but I'd like to present to you

7

some general functions and opportunities that the

8

Department is taking in terms of this role.

9

Primarily I'd like to begin with the primary

10

function of the Small Business Advocate as we've

11

initially developed it.

12

Business Advocate position as being an opportunity

13

to foster and establish additional communication

14

lines between the business community and the County

15

government.

16

better line of communication between the County,

17

individual businesses, industry associations, State

18

agencies, any other government agencies or entities

19

that seek to develop business opportunities here in

20

the County.

We looked at the Small

Specifically we wanted to develop a

21

We also wanted the position to look to

22

identify and improve -- or work to improve areas of

23

refinement, specifically in the area of government

24

policies, such as administrative rules, any

25

ordinances that could be introduced or revised that
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1

could impact positively on business.

We also wanted

2

to look at procedures that may be in effect in the

3

county processes that could be more streamline.

4

with this we also wanted to be able to work with

5

business community -- with the business community on

6

identifying specific issues that may be of

7

importance to them that may come along during this

8

term.

And

9

We wanted to identify issues of concern for

10

businesses in the areas of whatever current issues

11

in the County that affect businesses.

12

the short two-month tenure that I've -- since I've

13

been on board, a number of issues have developed,

14

such as the water issues, a number of business

15

industry associations have brought that up, as well

16

as I'm sure a lot of other issues that you folks are

17

far more familiar with.

18

government entities to ensure that these concerns

19

are addressed.

20

level, State, or Federal, we wanted to be able to

21

develop a formal line of communication and dialogue

22

between these agencies.

23

interact and collaborate with them so that each

24

level can add value to our business community here

25

in the County.

Thus far in

We also wanted to work with

Now, whether they be at the County

And we wanted to be able to
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And finally, we also -- the special projects

2

category has evolved and has developed to be a far

3

more reaching role for the Small Business Advocate,

4

as a number of projects have come up in the last

5

couple of months that have -- that have added to the

6

value of the Small Business Advocate position.

7

such, some of the goals that the Small Business

8

Advocate has created was to improve -- in general,

9

to improve the services for business start-ups here

As

10

on Maui, to participate and initiate pro business

11

legislative measures, and just by example the -- at

12

the State legislative level there will be a small

13

business bill of rights that will be introduced in

14

the next upcoming legislative session.

15

Also, at the County level we'll be doing a

16

home occupation business ordinance that we hope to

17

introduce to this Committee shortly.

18

assist in the development of strategies to improve

19

business -- business opportunities in Maui County,

20

specifically in product development, such as export

21

opportunities that we could develop through our

22

Sister City Program.

23

through the Chamber of Commerce, and we also wanted

24

to build industry capacities, such as examining the

25

opportunities that improved public transportation

We'll also

The Made in Maui Program
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1

could provide to local businesses.

2

to expand and diversify business industries here as

3

a way to grow or expand the opportunities for

4

improved and sustained economic development on the

5

island and in Maui County.

6

of this could be in the cruise industry, biotech

7

research, or the growing timeshare market here.

8

9

We also wanted

Specifically, examples

I'd like to just go over some projects that
the Small Business Advocate has begun working on and

10

anticipates for fully developing.

11

mind that these projects are still in the

12

development stages as we grow them.

13

Small Business Advisory Task Force, the Maui County

14

Business Resource Center, and the Sister City

15

Program.

16

Please keep in

Namely, the

The Small Business Advisory Task Force was

17

actually created and appointed by the Mayor prior to

18

me coming on board.

19

They represent a spectrum -- a broad spectrum of the

20

business community representing various industries,

21

such as the hotel industry, Contractors Association,

22

food and restaurant, et cetera.

23

Advisory Task Force was to provide guidance on

24

issues and concerns that the business community may

25

have that the Office of Economic Development could

There's nine members currently.

The purpose of the
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1

assist with.

We thought that they could provide

2

a -- as a knowledge base for initiatives on projects

3

that the Department would implement.

4

as a -- they could serve as a sounding board and

5

knowledge base for developing these programs,

6

provide ideas that we need to consider, and they

7

were also an additional avenue for constituent

8

input, as that each member was expected -- or is

9

expected to be accessible to their community and

They would be

10

business constituents and serve to bring feedback to

11

the Task Force and the Office of Economic

12

Development.

13

The next project is the Maui County Business

14

Resource Center.

15

that had begun prior to me coming on board but has

16

really developed in the last couple of months.

17

believe the Council has been summarily briefed on

18

this project as it continues to develop.

19

concept is that this was an opportunity for the

20

County to provide a collaborative effort with --

21

with non-profits who provide business consultation

22

and start-up consultation services to proposed

23

businesses or businesses looking to expand.

24

25

This is another project initiative

The basic

We would look at developing this as a
one-stop center for the business community where
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1

business owners could come to -- in one area, in one

2

physical location to get the services of non-profits

3

such as MEO Business Development Corp., Hawaii

4

Women's Business Center, MCC Center for

5

Entrepreneurship, SCORE, which is the Service Corps

6

of Retired Executives.

7

develop this concept, we are looking for additional

8

partners who would want to seek value in being

9

physically located there by contributing to the

10

assets that they can contribute to the business

11

community.

12

would improve the access and level of ease for

13

businesses or owners who are looking to get services

14

from the non-profit side, as well as government

15

services by way of licensing, permitting, similar to

16

the workforce development services offered by the

17

Workforce Development Division of the State.

18

And as we continue to

The overall value would be that this

Another project is the Sister City Program.

19

This is a program that

and I know each of you are

20

familiar with historically it's

21

had its Sister City Program for at least

22

approximately 50 years.

23

historically this program has been rendered to --

24

more of a PR/community relations type of program.

25

We're looking to develop this as an opportunity to

Maui County has

For the most part,
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1

expand in the areas of educational and economic

2

trade.

3

the majority of which are in Asia, and we're looking

4

to grow this program from an economic development

5

standpoint.

Where Maui currently has 19 sister cities,

Currently the majority of functions and

6
7

activities that exist related to the Sister City

8

Program have been driven at the community level,

9

whereas we exchange visits or communications.

There

10

hasn't really been any formal program developed that

11

would take and add value or be able to bring value

12

to the County of Maui in the area of economic

13

development.

14

opportunity to use this program in that purpose.

We're looking at this as being an

Some of the other projects that I'd like to

15

16

just go over briefly, to summarize and conclude, for

17

the advocate, we'd like to increase -- increase and

18

focus an awareness of enterprise zones in the

19

County.

20

Coordinator is identified as the enterprise zone

21

representative for the County, but we want to be

22

able to provide businesses with a little bit more

23

information, knowledge of how enterprise zones can

24

serve to benefit their operations.

25

Right now the Economic Development

We want to revitalize and market the SCORE
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program here on Maui, which is a volunteer program,

2

non-profit, that really provides a lot of value to

3

prospective business owners, as experienced

4

volunteers from the business community can provide

5

free consultation and advice to new and prospective

6

businesses.

7

We want to be able to in the future,

in the

8

very near future develop a home occupation business

9

ordinance { and through the Planning Department we

10

anticipate drafting such an ordinance for

11

introduction at Council that will provide sole

12

proprietorships or very minimal to non-existent

13

impact to communities where workers can -- or

14

business owners can work out of their home or

15

provide a level of businesses.

16

And we also want to work on developing a
Lanai has expressed an

17

Lanai Chamber of Commerce.

18

interest in either getting a charter of the Maui

19

Chamber or starting their own chamber { and we want

20

to be working with them to help develop this as a

21

reality.

22

That concludes my section.

I -- if you folks

23

have any questions { I'd be happy to answer them now.

24

Otherwise, I'll be available at the conclusion of

25

Ms. Benita Brazier's presentation for any follow-up
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questions as well.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Okay.

now?

4

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

5

CHAIR TAVARES:

6

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

7

MR. YOUNG:

8

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

9

10

Any questions for Kalbert right

Madam Chair.

Mr. Mateo.
Thank you.

Mr. Young, good morning.

Good morning.
The Business Advisory Task Force that's

been created, who represents Molokai?
MR. YOUNG:

Truthfully, as far as I know, there are no

11

representatives from Molokai or Lanai on the

12

Business Advisory Task Force.

13

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

So in addressing the County's need to

14

come up with a total Countywide picture and how to

15

best deal with our County's economic direction, how

16

do you include these two islands that are -- you

17

know, one size does not fit all.

18

up with a Countywide picture when two islands are

19

not represented?

20

MR. YOUNG:

Good question.

So how do you come

Right now, seemingly the

21

Business Advisory Task Force is lacking in that

22

regards.

23

is not precluded to nine members.

24

recommendation that there should be a more broader

25

representation, specifically for Molokai and Lanai.

And my understand is that the Task Force
We do have a
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1

Because in the case of Lanai, with the issue of the

2

chamber, developing their chamber, you know, it's

3

obvious that we need to include members from each

4

island.
Now, the difficulty, of course, is how we

5

6

arrange for conducting a meeting, but we -- the

7

Office of Economic Development, we -- we want to be

8

able to get the easiest access to representatives

9

from Molokai and Lanai.

Because right now we don't

10

have a clear picture, and as the only type of

11

contact that we have is through individual

12

initiative and follow up where, you know, I need to

13

call someone from Molokai from their chamber or find

14

someone on Lanai or through representatives or

15

specialists in our office.

16

that's a shortcoming.

17

there -- that in time very shortly we are looking to

18

add to that Task Force.

19

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

My only

So we recognize that

I would say to you that

my only concern, Mr. Young,

20

would be that as the process is ongoing now, as

21

you're formulating directives, for example, you've

22

cited I guess one of the prior

23

will be the cruise ship industry.

24

MR. YOUNG:

25

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

primary engines

Yes.
I believe you need to talk to Molokai.
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1

MR. YOUNG:

Yes.

2

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

You know, and it's not only because,

3

you know, we have an issue with that particular

4

item, but because if you're going to call it Maui

5

County, then make it indicative of the County.

6

cited the need -- one of the I guess bullets you

7

recognize under this particular Advisory Task Force

8

was so that constituents will have input, and of

9

right now the way this is being directed, there is

10

You

no input.

11

MR. YOUNG:

I agree.

12

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

And this is not fair.

So call it a

13

Maui Island Task Force, but don't call it a Maui

14

County, because we are not included in the process.

15

MR. YOUNG:

I agree, Council Member, and I say to you that

16

we want it -- we want it to be a Maui County

17

Advisory Task Force.

18

of any representatives from Lanai and Molokai put

19

that in question, and we would rather correct that

20

shortcoming, rather than have it limited to only

21

Maui island.

22

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Correct.

We recognize that the absence

The question came up almost

23

two months ago, so we're still waiting for it.

24

Because it's before you came on, so I'm just --

25

MR. YOUNG:

No, I don't make excuses for -- I don't make
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1

excuses for the composition of the Task Force, but I

2

recognize that we need -- that as it continues to

3

evolve, we need to correct any challenges or

4

shortcomings or any issues that may develop.

5

this is not -- this is not the first time we have

6

heard it, so we are working on correcting that.

7
8

9
10
11

VICE-CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you very much.

And

Thank you, Madam

Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES:

Mr. Kane, you had something?

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

On the Small

Business -- the Sister City Program.

12

MR. YOUNG:

Yes.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Your first bullet is revitalize

14

relationships with established sister cities.

15

there's no effort to expand and have more sister

16

city relationships at this point?

17

MR. YOUNG:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

MR. YOUNG:

So

Well-Because we have 19 already, yeah?

We have 19.

The reason why we want to

20

re-establish or revitalize the communications is

21

because when I checked a historical record in our

22

files, up until about 1999 or 2000 there was rather

23

robust communication between a number of the sister

24

cities.

25

years or so, there really hasn't been any type of

After that, though, for the last three
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1

formal communication.

2

variety of reasons, you know, the sister city

3

relationship on the other side, for whatever

4

reasons, didn't maintain that level of

5

communication.

6

adding on more sister cities to an already quite

7

extensive list that we haven't shown proof that we

8

can maintain such a relationship, we wanted to first

9

be able to revitalize the relationships that we

10

And this was probably for a

But we're looking at rather than

already have.
Now, with that being said, we have recognized

11

12

and there has been a -- communicated to us from

13

various parts of the community that there could be

14

great value in adding additional sister cities and

15

there is a -- you know, a faction in the community

16

that believes that they could support and provide

17

the community level of support to sustain a new

18

sister city, or once the County has identified what

19

sister cities these are, that they could be more

20

active.

21

continues to develop we -- the Office of Economic

22

Development continues to look at the value for each

23

sister city candidate, you know/ how -- what is the

24

level of support/ what is it going to take, what are

25

the similarities in these sister city relationships.

That remains to be seen.

And as that
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1

So if anyone has a recommendation on a new sister

2

city or would like to see a sister city, we of

3

course would explore that as a possibility.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

My other question regarding sister

5

cities is you mention that the majority of them are

6

in the Asian -- Asia region.

7

MR. YOUNG:

Yes.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Is there some consideration or plan

9

for -- by this Administration to put together a

10

delegation to travel to these cities to, as you

11

would put it, revitalize the relationship with these

12

sister cities?

13

request?

14

Administration going to come forward with a request

15

for monies to travel to -- to these established

16

sister cities?

17

MR. YOUNG:

Is that in the upcoming budget

I would -- I guess to be frank,

is this

Unfortunately, I am not familiar with

18

developing budget requests.

My understanding and

19

what I suspect is that that would not be the case.

20

The

21

has been to develop the Sister City Program as it is

22

but looking to develop the economic development

23

component from an internal standpoint, meaning

24

whatever we can develop it from the Office of

25

Economic Development for the benefit of the County,

more effort coming from the Mayor's Office
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1

rather than, say, seeking out, you know, going

2

traveling abroad to develop that relationship.

3

I'll give you an example.

The majority of

4

the members are probably familiar with the visiting

5

delegation from Taiwan last week.

6

that was not initiated by the County.

7

delegation visited Maui to celebrate the 20th

8

anniversary of the sister city relationship, and it

9

was purely coincidental that they chose to visit at

That was a visit
This

10

a time when we are looking to start up the Sister

11

City Program again.

12

probably know that sister city programs in Asia are

13

a lot more formal than Maui County takes them to be.

14

This visit we chose as an opportunity to propose

15

economic development ideas.

16

You probably -- you folks

The delegation visited here looking for an

17

educational exchange with MCC, but Ping Tung

18

province in Taiwan is similar to that in Maui, in

19

that they have developed industries in the area of

20

tourism and agriculture, so of course this would

21

seem like an ideal opportunity to propose a dialogue

22

communication with their Mayor in terms of how we

23

can better develop our -- our industries through

24

this relationship.

25

money in the budget in Economic Development for the

And with that, again, there's no
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1

Sister City Program currently.

2

initiatives to further develop the budget in that

3

regards.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I'm not aware of any

Yeah, and then since you mention Ping

5

Tung, I believe the Mayor did make comments at that

6

luncheon that you folks sponsored -- and the

7

delegation was very appreciative of that, I might

8

add.

9

it was mentioned I believe by the Mayor that he does

10

have the intention of going to Taiwan, and in fact I

11

think it was mentioned that he was planning on doing

12

that next year.

13

I had the chance to talk to many of them.

So that's why I asked the question.

But

Because,

14

I mean, if we're going to go

15

this Administration is planning on revitalizing that

16

relationship, instead of going on one, I would

17

assume that if they're going to make something of

18

this, that your -- it would seem prudent, again, for

19

your office to establish or re-establish contacts

20

with the various sister cities and make the

21

determination of what kind of exchange, whether

22

cultural, educational, economic, or whatever it be,

23

and coordinate, you know, something along that lines

24

and see what we can come up with.

25

if the Mayor and

I think -- I think it would be a good idea to
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1

do so, and it seems that you're well on your way,

2

Mr. Young, to, you know, understanding what those

3

sister cities have available for us to benefit, and

4

as well as they obviously have a lot of benefit from

5

what we can provide them.

6

those comments with you.

7

CHAIR TAVARES:

8

MR. YOUNG:

9

But anyway, I just share
Thank you.

Thank you, Kalbert.

I'd like to introduce Ms. Benita Brazier.

She's our Film Coordinator.

10

MS. BRAZIER:

Good morning.

11

CHAIR TAVARES:

12

MS. BRAZIER:

13

CHAIR TAVARES:

14

MS. BRAZIER:

Bring your microphone down.
I'm in the film business, ah?
Yeah.

Get that sound check.

Good morning.

I'm Benita Brazier.

And the

15

Maui County Film Office is striving to keep Maui,

16

Lanai, and Molokai in the forefront as a premier

17

tropical film location.

18

would any small business by methodically assessing

19

the needs and focusing on the growth of the office.

20

We began this operation as

Our mission statement is to nurture the local

21

film industry and promote Maui worldwide as a film

22

destination.

23

environment that will encourage partnering of film

24

industry professionals with all facets of the local

25

business community.

We would like to provide an

By working together we can
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1

strengthen both the local economy and the local

2

businesses.

3

What is the film industry?

The film industry

4

consists of film, television, commercial, video, and

5

digital projects, along with all new media.

6

Statistics supplied by the Motion Pictures Produces

7

Association showed that in 2002 the film industry

8

was a $9.5 billion industry.

9

released in the U.S. in 2002 were 482.

The number of films
In 2002 the

10

State of Hawaii showed production expenditures of

11

approximately $147 million.

12

in over $15 million in tax revenue to the State.

13

Maui County assisted this number by adding

14

approximately $4 million in production expenditures.

15

This is a huge industry that will continue to

16

provide economic benefits to the State of Hawaii and

17

the County of Maui if we continue aggressively to

18

pursue the various types of productions.

19

A little overview.

These dollars brought

Because of the pristine

20

locations, the film office wants to continue to keep

21

Maui County in the forefront for tropical location

22

productions.

23

journey to the islands to work, they will always be

24

utilizing our service businesses, such as hotels,

25

airlines r car and truck rentals r restaurants and

When film and television companies
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1

caterers, building suppliers, florists and

2

nurseries, clothing and furniture rentals, and

3

television and communications equipment.

4

television has been targeted as an industry of

5

growth and development.

Film and

We will be exploring all options to bring a

6
7

wide variety of projects here to Maui County to

8

work.

9

cable and public broadcasting areas of the industry.

We will be exploring the possibilities in

10

All these projects are entered into with the focus

11

being adding new jobs for our industry

12

professionals.

13

slide, film revenues are a steady growth industry.

And as you saw by the previous

14

Some of the objectives are the film office

15

will work in conjunction with the film offices of

16

the Hawaiian islands by hosting industry events and

17

developing a long-term advertising campaign.

18

year we will be focusing on the upcoming events.

19

January of 2004 we will be working at the Sundance

20

Film Festival, which will be attended by

21

approximately 20,000 film industry professionals.

22

Next, in February of 2004, we'll be going to the

23

American Film Market, which is attended by over

24

10,000 international and mainland producers,

25

independent and feature film productions.
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In April of 2004 we will be working with the

1

2

Locations Trade Show, which is an industry event

3

that showcases locations specifically for film and

4

television production and professionals.

5

June of 2004 a new event, the American Advertising

6

Federation, an organization which represents over

7

50,000 members in all segments of the advertising

8

industry, and this event is focused -- is planned to

9

focus on the creative members of the community who

And in

10

actually create campaigns that could directly put

11

tropical locations in the forefront of their

12

collective consciousness.
Our office will provide support services to

13

14

production companies in pre-production, during

15

production or actual filming, and actual any post

16

production or editing that will be done on our

17

island.

18

community and educate them as it relates to any new

19

ideas that become available.

20

ongoing project that will continue to be a

21

challenge.

22

and make it more accessible to producers, directors,

23

and location managers.

24
25

We also plan on helping to inform our

Our website is an

We will work to streamline the process

With the film offices of the Hawaiian
islands, which consists of all four counties and the
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1

State t our office will be in the forefront of

2

supporting growth in our overall industry.

3

office has an ongoing relationship with the Maui

4

Visitors Bureau.

5

the film industry and the visitor industrYt working

6

to bring television crews here from targeted markets

7

to promote our County and to add employment for our

8

film professionals.

9

the community television station here on Maui,

10
11

The film

We will continue to cross promote

We will continue to work with

Akaku.

We also will continue to work with both the

12

Maui Film Festival and the upcoming Hawaii Film

13

Festival.

14

and art to our community.

15

like to work closely with local film makers as they

16

develop projects that reflect our local culture.

17

strengthening our local film communitYt we will have

18

a base of professional technicians working

19

constantly in their targeted fields and we will not

20

be at the mercy of the mainland and international

21

productions.

Both festivals bring value added culture
Also, our office would

By

22

We do have some obstacles to growth.

23

Producers and networks and studios have shown that

24

it is expensive to come here to Hawaii, but we must

25

show them that they are getting the best product for
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1

their cost.

2

with some of the mainland and industry down turns.

3

A September 3rd, 2003 article in an industry

4

newspaper, Variety, stated that off-lot feature

5

production activity in Hollywood slumped in August

6

and the outlook for the upcoming months was gloomy.

7

But in the Hollywood Reporter! another publication,

8

said that the outlook for 2004 was in fact looking

9

brighter.

10

We are also at the mercy and must deal

Today on island we have a Canadian production

11

working.

12

series Cops starting production.

13

looking for upcoming productions of pilot projects

14

in December of 2003 and a feature film project in

15

January and February of 2004.

16

a limited crew base! but it's a base that can assist

17

producers in keeping the bottom line costs

18

manageable.

19

studio that can be used as a base of operation or

20

used as cover sets should there be weather issues.

21

Also, we do not have a post production facility to

22

assist in the editorial end of the film process, and

23

our permitting system is a bit time consuming and

24

cumbersome.

25

Tomorrow we have for eight weeks the TV
Our island is

Our island does have

We do not have a working production

Today Maui's film and television industry is
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1

considered a $4 million a year industry.

Potential

2

for growth is considerably higher, provided

3

marketing programs can be financed and supported.

4

New technological developments serve to remove

5

traditional geographic barriers, making Maui's

6

potential for growth even greater.

7

growth would expand our talent pool and crew base as

8

we would expand the number of production-related

9

support businesses.

The impact of

And by having more production,

10

we can expand our infrastructure, such as equipment

11

rental business, studio space, and office space.

12

And obviously the more production we have here on

13

Maui, the greater additional revenues to the County.

14

So how do we get there?

In order for the

15

State of Hawaii and the County of Maui to continue

16

to pursue this lucrative industry, the State must

17

become even more proactive like many other

18

jurisdictions throughout the world.

19

our tax incentives to be useful to a greater number

20

of productions.

21

would allow local equipment providers to be more

22

competitive.

23

the film industry companies to make them want to

24

come here to Maui.

25

We must broaden

We must explore incentives that

We must create incentive packages to

The competition is tough, and there are now
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1

over 307 film commissions, which include

2

international, national, state, and county

3

jurisdictions.

4

production dollars.

5

state jurisdictions which are offering either sales

6

tax rebates, tax credits, or incentives to lure

7

major productions to our locations.

8

Hawaii must become more competitive.

9

imperative that we update our permitting system.

All are fighting for these
And right now there are over 30

The State of
It is also

10

Presently we have a system that was not developed

11

for film and we are adapting that system which was

12

created for other industries.

13

working with the State to develop a one-stop

14

permitting system, and Maui County will get on

15

board.

16

We are presently

Finally, a wish would be to create a film and

17

television development fund, using a mixture of

18

grants and low interest loans to provide seed money

19

for producers, development, and support the

20

indigenous production that will create jobs, provide

21

training, and showcasing the island cultural

22

uniqueness.

23

office to aggressively market and nurture the growth

24

of our industry.

25

This will additionally empower the film

Maui County has the potential to become a
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1

full-service film production center.

The film

2

office is dedicated to making this happen.

3

to provide greater promotional exposure and quality

4

employment for individuals on our islands.

5

do this alone, and I look forward to working with

6

each of you as we move through this next year to

7

keep our island strong in this very important

8

industry.

We hope

We can't

I thank you/ and that concludes the

9

10

presentation for the Office of Economic Development.

11

Do you have any questions?

12

CHAIR TAVARES:

13

MS. BRAZIER:

14

CHAIR TAVARES:

15

MS. BRAZIER:

16

CHAIR TAVARES:

Thank you, Benita.
Thank you.
Any questions for Benita?
Thank you.
If not, thank you very much.

And I want

17

to take this opportunity to thank all of you for

18

taking the time to give us an overview of our

19

programs.
Are there any questions for any of the

20
21

specialists who are here this morning?

22

that/ Members, any announcements?

23

meeting is adjourned.

24

ACTION:

25

ADJOURN:

Okay, given

All right.

(Gavel) .

DEFER pending further discussion.

11: 16 a.m.
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C E R T I F I CAT E

1

2

STATE OF HAWAI I

3
4

SS.
CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5

6

I, Jessica R. Perry, Certified Shorthand Reporter

7

for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the

8

proceedings were taken down by me in machine shorthand and

9

was thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10

supervision; that the foregoing represents to the best of

11

my ability, a true and correct transcript of the

12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.

13

I further certify that I am not attorney for any of

14

the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned with the

15

cause.

16
17

DATED this 22nd day of October, 2003, in Honolulu,
Hawaii.

18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
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